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Thank you for your interest in the Collister Drive 
Study. The Ada County Highway District (ACHD) 
is looking for your suggestions and input on how to 
improve Collister Drive for ALL users.

Study Background
ACHD has heard from residents, businesses, and even the Boise School 
District that Collister Drive is busy and getting busier as the area grows. 
ACHD wants to work collaboratively with stakeholders to determine if and 
when improvements to the roadway should be considered.

ACHD is starting with a blank slate and wants to hear your ideas and 
suggestions before developing any possible solutions. Please answer the 
following questions and share your input on Collister Drive.

Collister Drive Study



What’s Next?
 We Are Here

 PIM #1

 August 2021

 Report PIM #1 results to ACHD Commission

 October 2021

 PIM #2

 To Be Determined

 Report PIM # 2 results to ACHD Commission

Survey and Comments
Please use the forms attached to this document to 
provide your input.

Mail your survey and comment forms to:

Brooke Green
ACHD Project Manager
3775 Adams St.
Garden City, ID 83714

While your comments are always welcome, they can be 
best utilized if received by August 1, 2021.

Thank You
Thank you for taking the time to tell us what you think 
about Collister Drive. ACHD will use your input and 
feedback to develop potential solutions.

For more information, visit the project website:
bit.ly/collisterstudy



Collister Drive Study — State Street to Hill Road Survey
Please take part in the study survey to help us better understand your experience on Collister Drive.

1. How do you use Collister Drive? (Check all that apply)

☐ Resident

☐ Bike

☐ Walk

☐ Own a business

☐ Shop at or patronize a business

☐ Commute

☐ Take my child to school

☐ Recreation (hike, mountain bike,  
     visit park, or tennis courts)

☐ Other — Please elaborate              
               

2. What do you like about Collister Drive?            
                
                
               

3. Do you think Collister Drive needs improvements? If yes, for what types of users (i.e. vehicle, ped, bike, other)?  
                
                
               

4. What goals/neighborhood values should ACHD consider when looking at ways to enhance Collister Drive for all users?  
                
                
               

5. Thinking about the goals/values of the neighborhood - what kinds of ideas for enhancing Collister Drive for all users will 
best “fit” the area?               
                
                
               

6. Thinking along the same lines - what ideas don’t “fit” the neighborhood characteristics?       
                
                
               

7. If you could visualize a “perfect” Collister Drive, what would that look like?       
                
                
               



Comment Map
Can you help us better understand what’s happening on a typical day on Collister Drive? Please use the map below to mark 
the locations that you are telling us about and add your comments below.

What works well now? What issues do you see? What time of day do you see these issues?      

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

               

  Collister Study Area



Collister Drive Study — Comment Form
Please take part in the study survey to help us better understand your experience on Collister Drive.

Is there anything we missed or special considerations we should take into account? 

☐ Yes  ☐ No

If yes, please explain your answer             
                
               

General Comments               
                
                
                
               

Would you like to be added to our mailing list?

If so, please fill in  your contact information below: Your comments and contact information become part of the permanent 
record for this project.

*By including your email address, you are giving ACHD permission to send you email updates on this project.

Name                

Address               

City/Town       State/Province    ZIP/Postal Code   

Email Address          

Phone Number          

VOLUNTARY — Title VI - Non-discrimination

The Ada County Highway District monitors attendance to ensure equal opportunity. We appreciate you providing this 
information, which will be used to monitor attendance at public hearings and to adhere with federal law (CFR 42.32.9).

Please tell us your gender     

Are you disabled?

☐ Yes

☐ No

Please identify your ethnicity

☐ American Indian/Alaska Native

☐ Asian/Pacific Islander

☐ Black

☐ Hispanic

☐ White

☐ Other (Please specify)    



ObjectID CreationDate Question #1A - How do you use Collister Drive? Other (Please elaborate below) - 

Question #1A

Question #2 - What do you like about Collister Drive? Question #3 - Do you think Collister Drive needs improvements? If yes, for what types of 

users (i.e. vehicle, ped, bike, other)?

1 6/25/2021 19:59 Resident,Commute quiet street wider bike lanes

2 6/25/2021 20:10 Resident,Bike,Walk,Shop_at_or_patronize_a_business,Comm

ute,Take_my_child_to_school,Recreation_hike_mountain_bik

e_v,other

Go running, road, biking, dog walking The trees Yes, we need sidewalks, a bike lane, and a lower speed limit. People speed from Quail Ridge 

down to State St. We need more speed bumps like the kind on Catalpa. We desperately need 

to connect to the Greenbelt. 

I don't know why people don't want speed bumps. I think that's really selfish. 

3 6/25/2021 20:11 Resident,Bike,Walk It's wider than it was Yes. It needs sidewalks and traffic should be directed at rather than Sycamore. The light 

needs to be adjusted. Too many people drive too fast down my street,  Sycamore,  because 

they are impatient for the light. 

4 6/25/2021 20:16 Bike,Walk,Shop_at_or_patronize_a_business,Commute,Take_

my_child_to_school,Recreation_hike_mountain_bike_v

That it has a bus route yes, for pedestrians and bikers

5 6/25/2021 20:16 Walk,Commute,Take_my_child_to_school,Recreation_hike_m

ountain_bike_v

It's an older quiet neighborhood with established trees and colorful hippy people Pedestrians, pets, bikes.  It is currently only set up for cars. 

6 6/25/2021 20:28 Resident,Walk,Commute Large trees provide plenty of shade. Very few stop signs. Dedicated bike lanes on each side would be a substantial improvement.

7 6/25/2021 20:32 Bike,Walk,Commute It is quick access to my neighborhood. I’ve always believed that Collister Rd needs sidewalks.

At least on one side of the road but preferably both sides.

8 6/25/2021 20:32 Resident,Bike,Walk,Shop_at_or_patronize_a_business,Comm

ute,Take_my_child_to_school,Recreation_hike_mountain_bik

e_v,other

Its residential and you can access Hill, or State. Yes. Walkers, bikers. Bus users. Slow traffic for better access for vehicles entering Collister 

street from homes and side streets.

9 6/25/2021 20:37 Resident,Shop_at_or_patronize_a_business,Commute It's a direct, fairly fast moving street from my home on Johns Landing Way to State Street. I suppose that if I biked or walked there (do, but very rarely), I might want more room or 

protection.

10 6/25/2021 20:54 Bike,Commute It has a nice “country road” feel today, but with increases in traffic it is VERY UNSAFE for 

grade schoolers who regularly walk from Catalpa school to the library in the Collister 

Shopping Center. The sidewalk on the east side of Collister, between catalpa and State Street, 

MUST be completed.

Yes. See question #2 comments.  Better bike paths, separated from cars, would be great 

(along with the sidewalk completion I previously mentioned).

11 6/25/2021 20:55 Resident,Bike,Walk It is my home Pedestrians! Bikes!

12 6/25/2021 21:10 Resident,Bike,Walk,Shop_at_or_patronize_a_business,Comm

ute,Take_my_child_to_school

Big trees, houses. Convenient access to State street. A dedicated bike lane would be great

13 6/25/2021 21:41 Resident,Bike,Walk,Shop_at_or_patronize_a_business,Comm

ute,Recreation_hike_mountain_bike_v

New access from State street Ped safety

Bike lanes

Enhanced crosswalks

Traffic Calming

14 6/25/2021 21:50 Resident,Shop_at_or_patronize_a_business It's a pretty drive up Colister from State Street to our neighborhood. Traffic is getting heavier with more speeders. Bike traffic is also getting heavier in the bike 

lanes. The intersection at Catalpa can be trying at times with vehicles, pedestriams and bikes.

15 6/25/2021 22:06 Walk,Shop_at_or_patronize_a_business,Commute,Recreation

_hike_mountain_bike_v

No sidewalks..trees… wide enough bike lanes Not sure I would like improvements



ObjectID CreationDate

1 6/25/2021 19:59

2 6/25/2021 20:10

3 6/25/2021 20:11

4 6/25/2021 20:16

5 6/25/2021 20:16

6 6/25/2021 20:28

7 6/25/2021 20:32

8 6/25/2021 20:32

9 6/25/2021 20:37

10 6/25/2021 20:54

11 6/25/2021 20:55

12 6/25/2021 21:10

13 6/25/2021 21:41

14 6/25/2021 21:50

15 6/25/2021 22:06

Question #4 - What goals/neighborhood values should ACHD consider when looking at 

ways to enhance Collister Drive for all users?

Question #5 - Thinking about the goals/values of the neighborhood – what kinds of ideas 

for enhancing Collister Drive for all users will best “fit” the area?

Question #6 - Thinking along the same lines – what ideas don’t “fit” the neighborhood 

characteristics?

Question #7 - If you could visualize a “perfect” Collister Drive, what would that look like?

make it safer there is a lot of traffic and it is multi use more friendly for non-car use 4 lanes wider lanes with safe bike lane maybe a turn lane

It is a community. Not only do many of us walk and bike along Collister, we stop and talk to 

our neighbors along the way. People are constantly speeding through to get either to Quail 

Ridge or from Quail Ridge to State St. 

Community - Recreation - Health - Safety - Caring - Empathy Materialism sidewalks AND bike paths AND a buffer between the cars - a light at Catalpa and Collister, a 

lower speed limit, a way to curb the speed from Hill Road to Catalpa 

Reduce traffic on pedestrian streets such as Sycamore.  Reduce speed by installing speed 

bumps on Collister and Sycamore. 

Reduce through traffic Businesses in residential areas such as the Sockeye Brewery going in at Hill and 36th. Speed bumps, improved lightning, police patrols.

a walkable area safe for children and elderly and a bike friendly street Sidewalks wide enough for strollers, bike lanes, no parking (or limited parking to one side), 

cross walks at the bus stops for safely crossing the road at busy times, removal and 

monitoring or over-grown vegetation that impairs traffic visibility and/or forces 

pedestrians/bikers to walk on the road, a round about on Collister Drive/Hill Rd to prevent 

idling cars contaminating that area and help with safer crossing. I also see delivery trucks 

(UPS, Amazon, FedEx, etc) using the space next to the road (the ones bikes and pedestrians 

use since there are no sidewalks), not sure how you fix that, but it's an issue when they force 

a pedestrian or bike to move into the road and oncoming traffic. Did I mention sidewalks on 

both sides of the road?

speed bumps, lack of sidewalks, planters or other large obstacles on the sides of the road, 

cars parked long term, Rvs or other larger vehicles parked on the street, unchecked plants 

and branches that prevent you from walking on the side of the road.

Sidewalks wide enough for strollers on both sides, bike lanes on both sides, no parking (or 

limited parking to one side), cross walks at the bus stops for safely crossing the road at busy 

times, removal and monitoring or over-grown vegetation that impairs traffic visibility and/or 

forces pedestrians/bikers to walk on the road, a round about (with native pollinator flowers 

on the center) on Collister Drive/Hill Rd to prevent idling cars contaminating that area and 

help with safer crossing.  Trees for shade for pedestrians.

Walkability is huge, this road leads up to a popular hiking trail, it would be nice if there were 

actual sidewalks so people could walk to the trails and a couple of trashcans so people can 

dispose of dog poo properly.

Keeping it a neighborhood rather than just a drive through. I think that sidewalks, 

speedbumps and a roundabout at Hill/Collister would really help make this vision possible. 

Stop lights. Less traffic, sidewalks

Community and inclusiveness. Collister is already quite vehicle-friendly, but could do more to 

accommodate bikes and pedestrians. 

Unsure outside of what was mentioned above More stops Pretty close already, though bike lanes would help.

I drive that road often and almost daily there are children walking or biking on the road. It’s 

frightening with no sidewalks or curbs.

Sidewalks More stop signs Sidewalks on both sides. Lower speed limit a bit.

Slow traffic. Please! That road will define the neighborhood. Not the other way around. Focus 

on the bikes, kids, schools, parks, parking, bike lane, pedestrians and NOT the cars and you 

will be successful in making this neighborhood happy with that road.. 

#1 Slow traffic

#2 Sidewalks and wide bike paths

#3 traffic calming medians

#4 Cross walks

#5 Bus shelters or wider areas to stand

#6 Speed/ Stop sign ticket camera at Collister and Catalpa

#7 Stop routing traffic down Collister from Hill and "upper end neighborhoods". Hill Road is 

not the autobahn and it funnels right down Collister.

#8 Speed bumps and stop signs up and down Collister. 

#9 pedestrian warning light/ buttons.

The street as it stands is more like the autobahn. It defines this neighborhood as a mere 

barrier to people commuting. With that street as currently designed we put ourselves in 

danger using it without a vehicle. It doesn't fit our neighborhood at all. 

25 mph. Stop signs every two blocks. Some planted median strips. Pedestrian crossings. HUGE 

bike lane and parking strip. KEEP THE MAILBOXES OFF THE SIDEWALKS PLEASE! 

Free flow, safety. Perhaps bike lane on one side & sidewalk on the other, if there is room. Can't think of anything. Sufficiently wide to keep free flow, with a bike lane and safe place to walk.

Need to better accommodate bikes and pedestrians. See answer to question #3. Status Quo is unacceptable. Harmonious use by drivers, bicyclists and pedestrians. 

We needs something to control speed it is out of hand Sidewalks and a bike path Leaving it as is! This valley is growing and we have to start planning and acting like it A roundabout at hill road, speedbumps, bike path on both sides, side walks, roundabout at 

catalpa

Slow speed limit, bike lane, pedestrian friendly. Family friendly spaces like bike lanes and pedestrian friendly sidewalks. More green spaces / 

trees. 

Busy traffic. No bike lanes. Homeless encampments. Pedestrian and bike friendly spaces. Upgrades to Collister shopping center. A plaza maybe. 

More trees. 

Safety

Balanced use

Traffic calming

Sidewalks on at least one side with ped prohibition on the other

Separated bike lanes

Trafffic calming to include bulbouts and limited on-street resident parking/access

Enhanced crosswalks and intersections, with hawkeye lights at Collister and Catalpa

Continued use of present design See #5

Keep traffic flowing with an even flow of vehicles at a reasonable speed. This has been a generally crime free and quiet area of Boise. It is changing for the worse. Stop 

light or roundabout at Catalpa? Something to slow speeders down. Neignborhood watch 

signs. 

Bigger bike lanes that impinge upon traffic flow. What is looked like (what Boise looked like) 20+years ago.

People who live on the street should be listened to and their input very much considered Not many cars park on various sections of Collister but where they are parked especially close 

to catalpa intersection where house has too many cars as 4 or 5?fit on driveway then they 

park a couple on road..so tat would interfere with bikers.. so there r places that need to be 

widened and parking elsewhere should be limited on road.. perhaps make a few wire areas 

one can park and still wide enough for bikes and walkers

Sidewalks may be nice but on catalpa speeds increased dramatically.. if sidewalks then only 

one side then road too narrow for everything else .. 

Some way to direct traffic to other streets but then there is not in my neighborhood issues

Better intersection at Hill.. turn lanes ,, round about???? No room with houses allowed so 

close to intersection 



ObjectID CreationDate Question #1A - How do you use Collister Drive? Other (Please elaborate below) - 

Question #1A

Question #2 - What do you like about Collister Drive? Question #3 - Do you think Collister Drive needs improvements? If yes, for what types of 

users (i.e. vehicle, ped, bike, other)?

16 6/25/2021 22:20 Bike,Walk,Recreation_hike_mountain_bike_v Connects my neighborhood near John's Landing to Catalpa for my runs and bike rides and 

sometimes car travel

Sidewalk and bike lane improvements

17 6/25/2021 23:03 Resident,Bike,Walk,Shop_at_or_patronize_a_business,Comm

ute,Take_my_child_to_school,Recreation_hike_mountain_bik

e_v

Lots of trees, feels like an established old neighborhood Yes!! ped and bike safety, more stop signs - too many speeders between hill and state. It does 

not feel safe to recreate with kids - not safe to have them bike/walk into traffic around 

parked cars. Difficult for kids to cross the street during school times bc people use the road 

like a highway and not looking for peds/bikes, rolling through stop signs, etc. 

18 6/25/2021 23:20 Resident,Bike,Walk,Shop_at_or_patronize_a_business great neighborhood would be nice if there was a continuous sidewalk

19 6/25/2021 23:33 Resident,Commute I love the unique qualities of the older homes with mature landscaping, giant trees, and a 

very classic local Boise vibe.

I think sidewalks on both sides would be beneficial the entire length of the street. And more 

lighting in the roadway for better visibility.

20 6/25/2021 23:57 Resident,Bike,Walk,Shop_at_or_patronize_a_business,Comm

ute,Take_my_child_to_school,Recreation_hike_mountain_bik

e_v

Direct access to State St., Collister Mall, and foothill trails (Polecat gulch).  Access to public 

transportation.

Yes. Improvements are needed for ALL types of users.

Pedestrians need sidewalks on both sides of the road.  

Cyclists need dedicated bike lanes on both sides of the road. 

Vehicle drivers could use roundabouts at the intersection of Collister and Hill. 

Residents need safe traffic speeds. 

21 6/25/2021 23:58 Resident,Bike,Shop_at_or_patronize_a_business,Recreation_

hike_mountain_bike_v

Shady, has nice homes, nice and straight, lots of access via cross-streets. Sidewalks and improved bike support would be great; driver speed enforcement too

22 6/26/2021 0:31 Resident,Bike,Walk,Shop_at_or_patronize_a_business,Comm

ute,Recreation_hike_mountain_bike_v

The new intersection at Collister and State is a huge improvement! Bike lane and sidewalks. Safety has been an issue for years and adding these necessary 

features will help mitigate that.

23 6/26/2021 2:07 Resident,Bike,Walk,Shop_at_or_patronize_a_business RESIDENTIAL PROXIMITY TO PARK AND SCHOOLS. Yes, sidewalks, bike lane .lower speed limit!

24 6/26/2021 4:22 Resident,Bike,Walk,Commute Direct connection between State Street, Hill Road and the foothills. It is wide enough to 

accommodate sidewalks and other improvements. 

Yes it desperately needs improvement. Sidewalks for pedestrian safety. Bike lanes only where 

it is wide enough to not have to t@ke people’s yards.

25 6/26/2021 5:08 Resident,Bike,Walk,Commute,Recreation_hike_mountain_bik

e_v

The parking on the shoulder and the bike lanes are nice No

26 6/26/2021 5:16 Resident,Bike,Walk,Commute,Recreation_hike_mountain_bik

e_v

not much. Yes, absolutely for bikers and pedestrians. It feels very dangerous outside of a car. Cars speed 

down the street. 

27 6/26/2021 12:51 Resident,Walk,Shop_at_or_patronize_a_business,Commute The rural feel... Two lanes, big shoulders, trees, no speed bumps, stop sign at Catalpa which 

makes turning easier for all three sides.

Sidewalk on one side would make it safer for those walking to library, Starbucks, dollar store.

28 6/26/2021 13:17 Shop_at_or_patronize_a_business,Commute,Recreation_hike

_mountain_bike_v

Never too much traffic. Not much speeding. Seems to get mixed use. Collister has worked well for me driving and riding my bike. The new intersection with State 

St is an improvement for driving. 

29 6/26/2021 13:28 Resident,Bike,Walk,Shop_at_or_patronize_a_business It’s nice and wide and the speed limit is appropriate. Large bike lanes. It would be nice if sidewalks could placed all the way on both sides and keep a nice bike lane. 

30 6/26/2021 14:24 Resident,Bike,Walk,Own_a_business,Shop_at_or_patronize_a

_business,Commute,Take_my_child_to_school

It's slow, residential feel. 1. Would like to see improved for biking.  I am uncomfortable biking with my kids, let alone 

letting them bike on their own down to the library, school, or the park.   

2. Would like a round a bout at Collister and Hill.  During rush-hour, particularly in the 

evening it gets so backed up at that intersection.  I'm not opposed to leaving a problem 

however, if that pushes traffic back down to state street. 

3. Would like to see improved for walking. My kids and a lot of their friends walk down from 

Collister to the Elementary school. The Hill and Collister intersections seems largely designed 

for cars and would be nice to see extra features for walkers. 

4. Some of the intersections, particularly at Bloom and even more so at John's Landing, are a 

bit dangerous.  There's a log of traffic from there and somethings it's hard to get back onto 

Collister. 

31 6/26/2021 16:29 Resident,Bike,Walk,Commute Mature trees Absolutely, for all types. It's unsafe for walking, biking, children, pets. Traffic is dangerously 

fast for a residential street. We need sidewalks, speed bumps or circle of flowers in the 

middle of the road to slow everybody down.



ObjectID CreationDate

1 6/25/2021 19:5916 6/25/2021 22:20

17 6/25/2021 23:03

18 6/25/2021 23:20

19 6/25/2021 23:33

20 6/25/2021 23:57

21 6/25/2021 23:58

22 6/26/2021 0:31

23 6/26/2021 2:07

24 6/26/2021 4:22

25 6/26/2021 5:08

26 6/26/2021 5:16

27 6/26/2021 12:51

28 6/26/2021 13:17

29 6/26/2021 13:28

30 6/26/2021 14:24

31 6/26/2021 16:29

Question #4 - What goals/neighborhood values should ACHD consider when looking at 

ways to enhance Collister Drive for all users?

Question #5 - Thinking about the goals/values of the neighborhood – what kinds of ideas 

for enhancing Collister Drive for all users will best “fit” the area?

Question #6 - Thinking along the same lines – what ideas don’t “fit” the neighborhood 

characteristics?

Question #7 - If you could visualize a “perfect” Collister Drive, what would that look like?

Keep the speed low since there are so many pedestrians and bikers that utilize it Low posted traffic speed, continuous sidewalks or enhanced bike lanes Traffic lights Low posted traffic speed, continuous sidewalks or enhanced bike lanes

Many people in the neighborhood have lived here  for years and the walkabilty/bikeability 

what draws people to the neighborhood- can walk and bike to school, foothills, greenbelt, 

coffee, library, parks, etc. 

Preserve trees, redirect traffic off of Collister, need SAFE bike and walk lanes/sidewalks. Lots 

of people use Collister to get to foothills and green belt and also as a shortcut to main 

thoroughfares. 

Speeding up traffic or not making any changes Sidewalks on both sides, maintain trees, 25 mph, speed bumps, and more stop signs

no comment no comment no comment no comment

Don't let the area lose it's charm! Consider the high bike and pedestrian traffic when making 

any decisions.  Their safety should be first in mind.

There are lots ok bikers and dog walkers. I think the speed limit should stay 30mph or less and 

for safety. The neighborhood has lots of older houses. Don't lose the charm.

Big ugly multi-unit housing. A safe, beautiful road to travel. A road that shows Boises history and personality.

Safety. Make pedestrians feel safe to walk. Make cyclists feel safe to ride. Make vehicle 

drivers feel like they have good line of sight when entering Collister. Make residents feel like 

traffic on their street travels at a safe speed.

Mature/Established Neighborhood.  Create a street that invites people to use it, such as a 

divided street with a landscaped median.

Pedestrians need sidewalks on both sides of the road.  They also need crosswalks when there 

are city bus stops on the other side of the street.

Cyclists need dedicated bike lanes on both sides of the road. Cyclists would also enjoy some 

kind of physical barrier between themselves and traffic (e.g. posts).

Vehicle drivers could use roundabouts at the intersection of Collister and Hill. Maybe even at 

Catalpa and Collister.  Drivers turning onto Collister also have poor visibility at some 

intersections (e.g. Johns Landing) because of overgrown vegetation.

A four lane street doesn't "fit". Stoplights don't "fit". I think nearby Castle Dr is a good model. It has sidewalks, bike lanes, curbside parking is 

controlled by allowing it along one side only, and it has crosswalks. But, Castle "feels" too big 

and busy. Some things that could prevent Collister from  feeling the same way would be a 

landscaped median and shoulders (similar to Harrison Blvd). 

It's a nice neighborhood with engaged citizens who want to be involved.  Walking, biking and 

driving all need to be addressed. 

See #3 traffic lights Same tree-lined street with continuous sidewalks, crosswalks and improved bike lanes.  

Embrace all, be inclusive of pedestrians, bikers,scooters, wheelchairs, strollers, joggers. 

Adding sidewalk and bike lane will accomplish that goal.

Same answer as Q4. Expanding driving lanes. Adding bike lane and sidewalk. The street is too narrow for a median like Harrison Blvd. has.

safer turning lane and yield signage.for east bound turning traffic into Collister. pedestrian-friendly sidewalks and bike lanes . Deflecting the through fare and high speed 

emphasis in our neighborhood.

Terry’s tavern is preventing safer lanes and entrance to Collister. sidewalks, bikes lines and slower curbing to discourage speeding in a residential area.  

possibly a round about at Collister and Hill road.

Pedestrian safety.  Do not put speed bumps or a lower speed limit. That will only cause 

congestion. 

Sidewalks Widening the street to accommodate designated bike lanes. Sidewalks on both sides running from Quail Ridge to State Street. Maintain 30 mph speed 

limit.  

ACHD should be courteous to property owners. It should also remain commuter friendly. They should ensure that homeowners don’t loose their parking or land Speed bumps wouldn’t align as they would reduce the functionality of this critical arterial. I don’t think I’d change anything 

Connecting the neighborhood to the parks, schools, foothills and other green spaces. not sure. Maybe make it feel more like Catalpa does. Clean and uniform, sidewalks, bike 

lanes, speed bumps, and a 25mph speed limit. 

not sure. I'd love to see more neighborhood shops and walkability. 

It's perfect except for a sidewalk.  Even that can be dismissed since a bike/pedestrian can 

move over to Sycamore Street to travel safely to/from collister and state

I appreciate the comments from 3:30 pm mtg about  Collister and Hill intersection.  I avoid it 

by using Greer for my access to/from Harrison boulevard... Significantly shorter and faster.

Four lanes, center turn lane, speed bumps.

On street parking and home owner irrigation systems need to be retained.

Just like now with one-side sidewalks.

Keep speeds down. Keep mature trees. Be welcoming and user friendly for youth and 

disabled. 

Maybe a roundabout at Catalpa, of modest size. A roundabout at Hill if traffic gets backed up. Widening. Lots of lights. A lot like now. 

This is a family neighborhood. We need to keep it safe for kids. Something that makes the street look uniform and nice. Designated areas for bikes and 

pedestrians. 

The way it currently looks. Nice wide lanes, sidewalks on both sides and a bike lane. 

It is still a neighorhood street, first and foremost. I think keeping that in mind and making is 

safe for multi use - biking, walking etc is super important and traffic easement should come 

second.

Sidewalks that flow the length of the street, designated bike lanes, marked and lighted (with 

the flashing lights) crosswalks for pedestrians. A round about at Hill with lighted crosswalks. 

Traffic only, making it difficult to see or for walkers or bikers. Nice wide designated bike lanes and sidewalks all the way down to State Street, similar to 

Castle.  Ideally an underpass for bikes and walkers to get to the greenbelt. Safe access for 

bikers and walkers to the Collister shopping center and a way better parking situation there, 

especially around the new coffee shop, it's always super congested, over parked, and difficult 

to see.  Possibly designated bikeways to link to Maplewood and Catalpa park would also be 

idea.

Being able to walk safely on the street. I currently avoid ever walking on Collister, and I live 

directly off of the street.

See question 3. The current lack of sidewalks and speeding drivers. A place where neighbors could connect while strolling SAFELY down the street, where cars 

aren't speeding so fast that they couldn't stop for a pet or child wandering into the street.



ObjectID CreationDate Question #1A - How do you use Collister Drive? Other (Please elaborate below) - 
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32 6/26/2021 17:31 Resident,Bike,Walk Usually not too busy. Sidewalks and dedicated bike lanes!!!

33 6/26/2021 18:10 Resident Pleasant rural feel. Sidewalks both sides of street and bike lane

34 6/26/2021 19:16 Resident,Walk,Own_a_business We like the neighborhood but it needs some safety features in place. Yes! Collister is not safe for walkers.  We NEED sidewalks!  Cars (especially the ones coming 

off the hill and Hill Rd.) drive faster than the speed limit.  

35 6/26/2021 20:51 Resident,Bike,Walk,Shop_at_or_patronize_a_business Direct access between state and hill Add sidewalks and bike lane

36 6/26/2021 22:26 Resident,Bike,Walk,Shop_at_or_patronize_a_business,Comm

ute

The trees that line the road. It would be nice if there were sidewalks  and dedicated bike lanes not used for parking.

37 6/27/2021 3:58 Resident,Bike,Walk,Commute I like the neighborhood and the nice mix of dwellings from apartments to duplexes to condos 

to single homes. 

Yes-it needs sidewalks and bike lanes.

38 6/27/2021 8:10 Bike,Walk,Shop_at_or_patronize_a_business,Recreation_hike

_mountain_bike_v,other

Access to State Street, across State to 

the greenbelt, and up Collister to the 

foothills trailhead from my home off 

Catalpa

Tree canopy, rural feel, quicker access to greenbelt and less distance traveling with vehicle 

traffic than biking down 36th St.

Peds and bicycles. Discourage cut-through commute traffic.

39 6/27/2021 22:12 Resident,Bike,Walk,Shop_at_or_patronize_a_business,Comm

ute,Take_my_child_to_school,Recreation_hike_mountain_bik

e_v

Great path to city, river, or foothills. Yes!  Mostly for pedestrians and bikers.

40 6/27/2021 22:31 Bike,Walk,Shop_at_or_patronize_a_business,Commute,Recre

ation_hike_mountain_bike_v

Family neighborhood with access to major streets, parks, businesses. Pedestrian sidewalks and/or bike lanes, enforced speed control 

41 6/28/2021 11:43 Resident,Walk,Shop_at_or_patronize_a_business The historical feel, Catrina Coffee Shop, mix of neighborhood and shops. The left turns into the neighbor in the surrounding neighborhoods off of State street are so 

dangerous. Sidewalks on Collister. 

42 6/28/2021 16:58 Resident,Bike,Walk,Recreation_hike_mountain_bike_v Parks, and amenities accessed by Collister, as well as our grandmothers house. Yes, for bikes, and pedestrians.

43 6/28/2021 18:30 Resident,Bike,Walk,Commute,Recreation_hike_mountain_bik

e_v

mature trees, older homes that don't all look alike, larger lots yes: for bikers and pedestrians 

44 6/28/2021 19:17 Resident,Bike,Walk Trees Yes, all modes of transportation especially pedestrian and biking skateboard scooter baby 

carriages etc

45 6/28/2021 19:29 Resident,Bike,Walk,Shop_at_or_patronize_a_business,Recrea

tion_hike_mountain_bike_v,other

Take grandchildren to the park. Trees; Access to library, post office, and shopping; Yes. Bikes and pedestrians

46 6/28/2021 20:40 Resident,Bike,Walk,Shop_at_or_patronize_a_business,Comm

ute,Recreation_hike_mountain_bike_v

Good job on the State St./Collister intersection.

Access to Greenbelt, Catalpa, Collister shopping center (especially the library), and Hill Rd.

Need sidewalks and bike lanes.  Too much speeding -- reduce speed limit to 25mph, put in 

traffic-calming measures, more enforcement, electronic speed displays.

Roundabout at the Hill/Collister intersection.

47 6/28/2021 22:47 Resident,Walk,Shop_at_or_patronize_a_business The opportunity to design a complete street. It is almost a blank slate. Yes, the neighborhood needs safe sidewalks and safe, protected bike lanes. No sharrows.

48 6/29/2021 1:22 Walk,Shop_at_or_patronize_a_business The new intersection with State St. works well. Yes, bikes and pedestrians are unsafe along this corridor.

49 6/29/2021 2:20 Resident,Shop_at_or_patronize_a_business,Commute,Recreat

ion_hike_mountain_bike_v

The new intersection at State St is nice. Yes, absolutely. Widening plus bike lanes and sidewalksand lightening. Maybe even a 

boulevard. This street should look similar to Harrison. Not sure why folks are being allowed to 

build new homes 5 feet from the curb. Terrible "planning". Intersection at Hill needs a 

roundabout. The curve to stay on Hill instead of continuing on Castle needs better turn lanes 

too.
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Question #4 - What goals/neighborhood values should ACHD consider when looking at 

ways to enhance Collister Drive for all users?

Question #5 - Thinking about the goals/values of the neighborhood – what kinds of ideas 

for enhancing Collister Drive for all users will best “fit” the area?

Question #6 - Thinking along the same lines – what ideas don’t “fit” the neighborhood 

characteristics?

Question #7 - If you could visualize a “perfect” Collister Drive, what would that look like?

Keeping it safe and walkable/bikeable. Discouraging speeding. Sidewalks and bike lanes. Don't know. Sidewalks. Bike lanes. Am I repeating myself?

Do not encourage increase in automobile traffic. Maintain low auto traffic speeds Increase in auto traffic. Tree-lined with planter islands. Foot /bicycle traffic friendly. 

Safety First!  There are families with kids and pets that walk and bike this street all the time.  

Cars travel too fast, and there are big trucks going by all the time.  Sidewalks would help 

immensely to keep everyone safe.  The last time the addition of sidewalks came up, someone 

from a part of the Collister neighborhood but who doesn't even live on Collister Dr. promoted 

a movement to ban sidewalks.  Consequently they were not put in!  It would be a major job to 

overhaul for the street, but so much safer for everyone.

Since it is a neighborhood street, a slower speed might help as well as sidewalks/ Big trucks and fast sports cars (there are a lot traveling on Collister) going faster than the 30 

mph limit.

Sidewalks and a lower speed limit due to the families with bikes, kids and pets that walk and 

ride bikes using Collister every day!

Family friendly Sidewalks and bike lanes Faster speed limits Shaded street with biking and walking lanes

It shouldn't be all about vehicle traffic.  With multiple schools in the vicinity walking and 

bicycling should be a part of any plan.

Not focusing solely in vehicle traffic. Speed should not be increased. Sidewalks on the east side with bike lanes in both sides 

Goals would be making Collister Drive more pedestrian friendly by putting in sidewalks (so 

pedestrians do not have to occupy the bike lanes to walk). Another goal would be to have 

bike lanes in addition to sidewalks so cyclists can safely ride apart from pedestrians or cars. 

Would like to see ACHD try to preserve property sizes so current residents can keep their 

yards and lot sizes.

it is a family neighborhood so making the drive safe for kids and families will be important. 

safety first

a fast speed limit would not fit-keep it 30 mph and under one lane each way for cars, bicycle lanes on each side, and sidewalks on each side

Although many commuters from out of the neighborhood seem to use these neighborhood 

streets to avoid the traffic on State Street, these are Neighborhood Streets that must provide 

safe routes for walking and bicycling for kiddos heading to nearby schools and the Library at 

Collister Shopping Center, and for adults who enjoy walking in the neighborhood instead of 

driving to the greenbelt or foothills trailheads. I realize it's not part of this project's focus, but 

continued improvements for traffic flow and transit along the State Street corridor are 

essential to saving our neighborhood's character, livability, and air quality.

Keep peds and bikes separate from traffic lanes. Discourage speeding, e.g., by using bulb outs 

and reducing the speed limit. Maybe add a 3-way stop (or perhaps a tight roundabout) at the 

intersection with John's Landing to slow cars down and encourage commuting thru-traffic 

from out of the neighborhood to continue down Hill and take 36th south to State St to get 

downtown. Reduce air quality impacts from commute traffic tailbacks by installing a 

roundabout at the intersection of Collister and Hill Road, with the same sharrows for bikes 

and ped options to stop traffic as at the 36th/Catalpa/Hill dogbone.

Widening the existing 2- lane roadway. Removing the tree canopy that provides essential 

shade in the summer to make the area more walkable. Treating as a main corridor for thru-

traffic to get to State Street (e.g., like 36th Street from Hill to State). I'm aware that at least 

some long-time residents on Collister Drive are not in favor of making any changes to the 

street. Unfortunately, it appears that growth in other parts of the area further to the west has 

increased traffic to the point that Collister Drive is no longer the relatively safe, semi-rural 

road that it once was for people living in this neighborhood. 

Similar to 15th street, with bulb-outs, sidewalks on both sides of the street, striped ped 

crossings at all intersections, on-street parking for residents on both sides of the street, and 

clearly marked parking and bike lanes. In a more perfect world, the peds and bikes would be 

physically separated from vehicle traffic. Max 25 mph speed limit. Stop signs or tight 

roundabout at intersection with John's Landing. On Demand ped crossing lights at key 

intersections for kiddos heading to and from school or Catalpa Park.

To keep this a safe place for everyone, we need to enhance area for pedestrians and bikers.  1) Sidewalks or at least sidewalk on E or W side of drive. 

2) Educational signs reminding bikers to go WITH traffic and pedestrians to go AGAINST traffic 

when there are no sidewalks.

3)  Speedbumps!  

Stoplights wouldn't fit, and area seems too small for a roundabout?  Maybe? Slower cars and more room for pedestrians!

Sustainability, safe access for pedestrians and bikers Bike lane, solar blinking pedestrian lights at stop signs or major crossings, maybe speed 

bumps

Speeding vehicles Sidewalk access from Hill Rd to State St. need speed bumps on John’s Landing, too

Walking/biking residents. Currently it’s dangerous to walk on Collister. Sidewalks A large multi-lane road.  Keeping the historical nature of the  neighborhood. 

Safety, bike ability, access to the foothills, and sidewalks, for pedestrians. Bike lanes, sidewalks more lanes wider, bike lanes, sidewalks, crosswalks

safety for kids and keeping noise down for residents sidewalks, traffic bumps to slow traffic nothing in the middle of the road sidewalk, slower speed and speed bumps to discourage unsafe driving 

Citizen safety!  Collister is a busy street with an abundance of foot and bike traffic.  Sidewalks 

will help, but other measures need to be taken

Installation of Sidewalks while minimizing the removal of mature trees when possible Although speedbumps are used on Catalpa, this means of controlling traffic speed is a crude 

and ineffective method that causes more problems than it solves and is no fit

Collister needs to safely move cars, pedestrians and bikes up and down or alongside the 

street.  Whether some residents like it or not there is a tremendous amount of foot traffic to 

the Collister Shopping Center/Library on the South and an equal amount of traffic to Catalpa 

dr enroute to Collister Elementary School and Catalpa Park going north. I live on Collister 

between State and Catalpa so I see the traffic everyday.  Upper collister dr may have different 

issues, but lower Collister Dr would greatly benefit from completing the sidewalks up to at 

least Catalpa Dr

Neighborhood feel; safety for bikes and pedestrians Sidewalks; Traffic calming Speed bumps Bike paths; sidewalks; slower speeds

Safety from motor vehicles, continued access to Hill, Catalpa, State St., and the Greenbelt for 

bikes and pedestrians.

Sidewalks, bike lanes, traffic-calming design, lower speed limit. Do NOT add motor vehicle lanes, keep it two lanes. Fewer motor vehicles (yes I know that's not realistic, but you did say "perfect"!), more bikes 

and pedestrians, aesthetically-pleasing traffic-calming measures, 25MPH speed limit.

Safety is a high priority. Develop prioritized needs, with safe sidewalks and protected bike 

lanes being at the top. Providing parking is not a safety issue. Do not provide for "possible" on-

street parking needs. Parking is a lower, if not the lowest priority. Most of the homes have 

garages and ample driveways.

A parking inventory is needed. What about providing  pockets of parking on one-side of the 

street between the trees?

While trees are important, I would like to look at creative opportunities to save trees AND 

provide for safe walking and biking.

Parking on both sides of the street.

Removing all of the street trees. 

It doesn't work to say "we don't need sidewalks and bike lanes".

Two car lanes, multiuse paths on both sides, parking pockets on one side of the road located 

where there are not trees. Nice bus stops that don't block the sidewalk.

The road is crowded.  Adding sidewalks and bike lanes will likely lead to more congestion. Just sidewalks. Large rental developments. Harrison Blvd or Hyde Park

This city absolutely needs off road options for biking and walking. There is a canal right there 

that could help since widening is going to be so difficult.  Adding nice landscaping would also 

be great. Collister should be the Harrison Blvd of NW Boise. 

Add Landscaping,  trees, sidewalks, and permanent art work. If you just have over what's there, it won't help with traffic or enhance the neighborhood 

values.

It would look like Harrison Blvd with some metal artwork and the canal would be used for 

pedestrians.
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50 6/29/2021 19:48 Resident,Bike,Walk,Commute,Take_my_child_to_school,Recr

eation_hike_mountain_bike_v

Yard size, proximity to foothills and services, neighbors. Yes, I have a young child and people drive very fast. We also get a lot of traffic and huge semi 

trucks.

51 6/30/2021 14:13 Resident,Shop_at_or_patronize_a_business It gets me where I  need to go. Bike lanes for cyclists that keep them out of the way of vehicles.  Currently they end up being 

in the traffic lane as often as being in the too narrow bike lane.

And sidewalks.

52 6/30/2021 14:41 Resident,Bike,Walk,Shop_at_or_patronize_a_business Trees are gorgeous in fall.  Homey feel.  Quiet neighborhood, most neighbors show pride of 

ownership in care for their properties

Yes, improve walkability.  

There is quite a wait at Collister and Hill during PM rush hour.  Any way to expedite this?  If 

Collister is to be a thoroughfare with more traffic, we need sidewalks both sides and clearly 

established bike lanes.  Traffic congestion at the shopping center/coffee shop is bad and it 

would be great if improvement budget extends to fixing entry to the lot by Caffeina.  

53 6/30/2021 15:55 Resident,Bike,Walk,Shop_at_or_patronize_a_business,Comm

ute,Take_my_child_to_school,Recreation_hike_mountain_bik

e_v

Easy access to state street and reasonable traffic. Collister needs sidewalks and/or safety paths for pedestrians and cyclists.

54 7/1/2021 13:08 Resident,Bike,Walk,Shop_at_or_patronize_a_business,Comm

ute,Recreation_hike_mountain_bike_v

There's really nothing to like about Collister Drive!  It is a road designed for a time when this 

part of Boise was more "rural" and simply doesn't meet the current needs.  I do think the 

intersection which was redone at State St & Collister is an improvement.

Absolutely.  Between State St and Hill Rd, Collister Dr needs consistent sidewalks and bike 

lanes on both sides of the street.  Most important, however, with or without infrastructure 

improvements Collister needs traffic law enforcement!  Speeding & failure to stop at the 3 

way stop at Collister & Catalpa is rampant and represents a real safety hazard.  Lowering the 

speed limit to 25 mph would also be helpful as Collister Dr really has become a residential 

street.

55 7/2/2021 2:49 Commute It’s a direct connection to the Collister Plaza and State St. Yes it needs improvement.  As is, Collister is a country road. It needs sidewalks and bike lanes.  

The roadway itself should be releveled and repaved.

56 7/5/2021 22:01 Resident,Bike,Commute,Recreation_hike_mountain_bike_v Relatively low traffic, access to Pole Cat, Catalpa, State Street, and the Greenbelt. Yes, for pedestrians. It already has pretty good bike lines and I don't think vehicle 

improvements are needed.

57 7/7/2021 16:41 Resident,Bike,Walk,Commute,Recreation_hike_mountain_bik

e_v

I like the Semi- Rural Feel of Collister - the smaller building sizes along the roadway, the 

mature vegetation and the less developed street edge feel.

Yes! Collister Drive is very unusable for pedestrians, bicyclists and disabled individuals. There 

is not a good way for bicyclists living north of State St between Collister and Pierce Park to get 

access to the Greenbelt. Collister is un-bike-able, especially for children. The Hill Rd 

intersection is dangerous for Bicyclist and pedestrians also.

58 7/8/2021 1:57 Bike,Walk,Shop_at_or_patronize_a_business,Commute,Recre

ation_hike_mountain_bike_v

I like the tree canopy that is along Collister Drive. I appreciate the neighborhood feel to the 

street. There are always people walking or bicycling along the street. 

Yes, I feel that there needs to be improvements on Collister Drive for those that walk and roll 

(bicycles, skateboards, scooters, wheelchairs). 

59 7/8/2021 2:07 Bike,Walk,Shop_at_or_patronize_a_business,Commute,Recre

ation_hike_mountain_bike_v

Collister Drive has a rural feeling to it. I appreciate the trees and that it is a two lane road. Yes, for pedestrians, bicyclists and those in wheelchairs. 

60 7/8/2021 17:06 Resident,Bike,Walk,Commute That it has been an access point to my home for nearly 20 years.  It is useful to connect State 

Street and Hill Road as well as accessing various side streets.  Sections of it have gorgeous, 

and cooling, tree cover that fit into the neighborhood landscape of trees.

Yes - Collister Drive needs improvements.  The connectivity is woefully lacking as some 

sections have sidewalks while a majority of it does not.  Runners, dog walkers, children 

walking to school, and many more, are forced into the dirt or must use the road shoulder to 

travel along this crucial north/south corridor.  As the area increases in usage it is inevitable 

that a tragic accident will occur, in part, due to these circumstances.

61 7/8/2021 18:51 Resident,Walk,Shop_at_or_patronize_a_business,Commute,T

ake_my_child_to_school,Recreation_hike_mountain_bike_v

N/A I live on Collister Drive near Hill Rd and like how close it is to Cynthia Mann and Hillside. I 

have been walking to and from our elementary school with my children since 2003. I also like 

how convenient it is for my family to walk out our front door and go hiking in the Foothills, 

walk down to Catalpa Park, or for my kids to hop on a bike to go to work, school, or a friend's 

home. I appreciate the mature trees on our street and that there is parking on both sides of 

the street.  Since Collister isn't on a grid system like the Northend, we residents don't have 

nearby side streets for our guests and visitors to park, so having shoulder parking is so 

helpful.  It's also great for delivery drivers to be able to pull off to the side of the road and 

deliver packages more safely than on a street like 36th between Hill and State.

I live on Collister and believe Northview between Curtis and Emerald is a great model for our 

street. The speed limit on that arterial is 25 mph. (This speed decrease would only add 1:12 

for Collister motorists.) It has in-lane bike sharrows like Catalpa, street parking and sidewalks 

on both sides.  Being a family of almost daily pedestrians and cyclists on Collister and the 

surrounding streets for 18 years, we have a lot of experience moving through our 

neighborhood.  If a sidewalk plan can be developed that allows parking on BOTH sides of 

Collister while still allowing residents to have enough driveway length to park their vehicles 

on and for well owners to maintain their wells, that would be great!  For pedestrian safety at 

the Collister/Hill & Maplewood/Hill intersections, please create some sort of bulb out or 

bollards made of reflector sticks so cars are less apt to collide with pedestrians on the east 

side corner of Maplewood/Hill and at Collister/Hill's's 4-way intersection.
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Question #4 - What goals/neighborhood values should ACHD consider when looking at 

ways to enhance Collister Drive for all users?

Question #5 - Thinking about the goals/values of the neighborhood – what kinds of ideas 

for enhancing Collister Drive for all users will best “fit” the area?

Question #6 - Thinking along the same lines – what ideas don’t “fit” the neighborhood 

characteristics?

Question #7 - If you could visualize a “perfect” Collister Drive, what would that look like?

Save the trees. I’m pretty much open to anything that does not impact the trees! A round about, sidewalks (w out wrecking the trees) I’m not sure what the plans are. Don’t cut the trees please. Slow quiet traffic. 

Avoid creating a fast thoroughfare. A country lane would be nice.  With sidewalks.  Speed.  A lane.  

Values/goals- It's a very comfortable, safe neighborhood.  I hope ACHD will consider historical 

values of the Collister area, the quiet, residential feel of the neighborhood, and the safety of 

those who want to walk or bike to the library or the greenbelt or just to enjoy some exercise.  

Crazy how we all have to swerve around the Big 44 club now...  I'm not sure what sorts of 

options ACHD has that might or might not fit.

Oh, ok.  Stuff like Veteran's Parkway and Curtis Rd! Not like horrible Glenwood!  Even 36th is 

a little much for Collister.  Maybe a 28th St look could fit.

A peaceful, tree-lined avenue with calm traffic and a welcoming neighborhood feel. No kids 

on bikes in the dark on the side of the road at night... No waiting to turn from Hill onto 

Collister at 4:45 pm on a weekday... no demolition derby on entering the Collister shopping 

center...  

Safety for pedestrians/cyclists and access to neighborhood amenities (ie parks, school, 

shopping center). More and more young families are moving into the neighborhood with 

young kids and a more outdoor focused lifestyle.

Safety and ease of access for pedestrians and cyclists. Myself and many of my neighbors use 

collister for walks, runs and biking. I like the way catalpa is setup for shared street. Maybe 

something similar to that but in a way that can accommodate the larger volume of traffic.

Increased traffic and lights dont seem to fit the neighborhoods characteristics. I would visualize a mix use street that could accommodate children and families when they 

are walking/biking to neighbors and accessing neighborhood amenities as well as provide the 

current accommodations to vehicle traffic.

The overriding goal and value for streets in the Collister neighborhood should be safety for 

pedestrians and cyclists.  Of course this goal will also improve safety for cars.

See my answer to question #3 above. I don't know what other ideas are out there so difficult to comment but I would say anything 

that increases speed on the road or encourages more traffic would not fit.

Again see question #3.  Sidewalks, bike lanes, people following traffic laws.

Safety for all modes of transportation…includes walking. ? ? A two lane Harrison blvd.

Perhaps sidewalks, or walking lanes. Not sure. Increasing the number of vehicle lanes and encouraging more vehicle traffic. Close to what it is now, but perhaps with added sidewalks or walking lanes.

Tree-lined atmosphere and pedestrian friendly feel is desired. Traffic buffering and calming 

measures are highly desired.  Bike lanes needed.

Tree-lined atmosphere and pedestrian friendly feel is desired. Traffic buffering and calming 

measures are highly desired. Bike lanes needed.

Speed and higher traffic volume is not desired. The sidewalk condition currently present on 

Collister St between Bloom St and John's Landing are not good at all. They function but they 

are not delightful to use by bicyclist and pedestrians. Please do not duplicate that format.

Sidewalk improvements are needed - Tree-lined atmosphere and pedestrian friendly feel is 

desired. Traffic buffering and calming measures are highly desired. Landscape strip buffering 

sidewalks and the roadway. Bicycle lanes are needed. Improvement of intersections at  

Catalpa and at Hill road are also necessary.

Collister Drive has a beautiful tree canopy along much of it's length - especially between 

John's Landing and Hill Road . The trees create a neighborhood/rural feeling to the area that 

is so much apart of the Collister neighborhood history. Collister Drive is well used by 

pedestrians and bicyclists. It is important that we maintain the walkability/bikeability of 

Collister. 

There needs to be a sidewalk for pedestrians and wheelchairs - whether that is on one side of 

the street or both. Vehicles parked along Collister should not impede on the safety of 

pedestrians and bicyclists as they currently do in some areas of Collister. As the number of 

vehicles on Collister Drive continues to increase, Collister should be walkable/bikeable as it 

leads to neighborhoods, the river/Greenbelt, schools and the foothills. The road should not 

be widened as it would cause people to speed along Collister. The tree canopy should remain 

on Collister. 

Collister should not be widened and should remain two lanes. No speed bumps should be 

placed on Collister. 

Sidewalks for pedestrians. Bicycle lanes for bicyclists. A design that would ensure that parked 

vehicles would not endanger the safety of pedestrians and bicyclists. Tree canopy down 

entire length of Collister. Consistency in width of the street/sidewalk/bicycles lanes. 

ACHD should honor the history of the Collister neighborhood. Design Collister so that it 

remains pedestrian/bicycle friendly. 

Sidewalks for pedestrians. Bicycle lanes for bicyclists. Eliminate some of the on street parking 

for vehicles. Consistency in the width of the road. 

Speed bumps. Widening Collister. Trees along the length of Collister between Hill Road and State. Pocket park in the area north 

of State Street, west of Collister by the Collister Shopping Center. Sidewalks that separate 

pedestrians from other users. Bicycle lanes. 

Accent and enhance the area.  Provide usable resources that fit into the existing 

infrastructure.  We are not the North End and Harrison Boulevard, but we do have our own 

personality.  This survey and these conversations are a great way to help ACHD determine 

what that personality "looks like."  PLEASE continue this process as the project continues.

Sidewalks, bike lanes and trees.  Collister is not an inviting road to travel along unless in a car.  

However, more and more people are walking or biking to local shops, restaurants and 

businesses.  Creating and inviting option other than the car to travel less than a mile will 

create a more inviting space for all ages.  Many of the neighborhoods off of Collister have 

sidewalks and other protected amenities, so creating that same type of inviting space along 

the busiest north/south corridor in our "neck of the woods" helps connect not only the 

businesses on State Street via north/south travel, but also connects the east side of Collister 

to the west side.

More lanes for cars.  Turn lanes.  And anything that helps promote automobiles. Similar lanes of traffic for vehicles bordered by a protected bike lane with setback sidewalks 

and trees between the roadway and sidewalk from State Street to Hill Road.

The Collister neighborhood is an eclectic one both in its housing styles and its residents. Many 

enjoy the peacefulness, night sky, walkability of the neighborhood, as well as the mature tree 

canopy and landscaping. We would be saddened to see Collister resemble 36th St between 

Hill and State. Homeowners on Collister would like to easily and safely get in and out of their 

driveways without feeling like we are entering and exiting a speedway. We would like for our 

children to be able to cross the street without them needing to dodge a vehicle traveling at 

40 mph. We would like to be able to hang out in our front yards and chat with neighbors and 

passerbys without worrying a speeding motorist might veer off and hit one of our children 

playing in the yard or collecting mail from the mailbox.

Not having overly wide driving lanes on our two way street could help with some of the 

speeding issues we've observed, as could having a slower speed limit on Collister. Maintaining 

on-street parking could also assist with speeding issues. As noted in question 3, decreasing 

the speed from 30 mph to 25 mph would only add 1 minute 12 seconds for motorists 

commuting from Hill to State Street and a slower speed would make it easier for cyclists to 

travel more safely in the lane with painted bike sharrows.

Adding curb extensions at the Collister/Hill Rd intersection can help increase pedestrian 

safety. 

Making choices that don't work to reduce speeding issues while increasing pedestrian and 

cyclist safety would not be a good fit for the neighborhood. Also, please be aware that there 

are neighbors in the area with livestock such as horses and those neighbors may need a safe 

route to move their animals through the neighborhood. Taking away street parking does not 

fit our neighborhood.  There has been on-street parking for a long time and many 

homeowners chose to live here versus 36th street to be able to utilize that convenience for 

both their family members and their guests. 

Please see my answer to question 3.  I'd love for Collister to be cyclist and pedestrian 

friendly/safe but NOT at the expense of Collister Drive home owners losing their driveway 

and/or street parking. Also, I'd like for homeowners to be able to safely enter and exit their 

property whether by car, on foot, or as a cyclist.

PS. Thank you for taking the time to ask the residents' opinions before making a plan this 

time. I appreciate this collaborative approach. Unfortunately, the previous attempt to add 

sidewalks to Collister did not go well due in part to the residents not getting to speak up 

before the few options were developed and presented for neighborhood input. 


































































